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WELCOME
Welcome (it also says this above, but
it's in bold and underlined up there,
which makes it more eye catching, so
really there wasn't any need for me to
say welcome again was there?) to the
second issue of Burnt Frowner. As you
may know if you read the first issue
that surfaced recently, this is an outlet
for my poetry, art, photography,
writing and anything else I might
fancy doing... within limits of course.
I recently finished some new music
for Dodson and Fogg, and am
currently working on a book about
Gerard Depardieu's films. In between
spending lots of time with my partner
and daughter, I have been writing
poems, but also reading poetry too,
and poetry for me doesn't get any
more satisfying and rewarding than
when it comes from Roger McGough
and Brian Patten. I am thrilled to say,
or write in this case, that this issue
features my recent interactions with
them both. I emailed Brian some
questions and spoke to Roger on the
phone. I am honoured to include their
words here.
Also included is a selection of
photography and even some artwork,
not to mention (or, in fact, mention it,
as that's what I am actually doing now)
a mid May entry in my corona-diary. I
hope you enjoy what's on offer here,
and if you don't, well that's a shame
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but I tried my best....

AN INTERVIEW WITH

ROGER McGOUGH
I have to be honest and say that Roger McGough has been my
favourite poet for as long as I can remember things worth
remembering, which is quite a long time, though not a very long
time because I'm only thirty five, which is relatively young. Other
people might think that I'm being... wait a minute, I'm babbling here.
This is meant to be an introduction to an interview with my favourite
poet, Roger McGough.
Of course, Mister McGough needs no introduction, though to skip
one entirely seems a rather silly thing to. He's one of the UK's most
loved poets and has been so for decades now, "the patron saint of
poetry" in the words of Carol Ann Duffy and one of the few poets of
the past fifty years whose name has been known in most households.
In the mid to late sixties, Roger was as a member of The Scaffold,
scoring a Number 1 hit with Lily the Pink and also a Top 5 smash
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with Thank You Very Much. He was one of the three Liverpool poets
- with Brian Patten and Adrian Henri - in the best selling, much
celebrated and now legendary collection, The Mersey Sound. He later
became a part of the music group Grimms, and while continuing to
write poems for adults and children, became a regular fixture on TV
and radio in the following decades. He was for many the very
embodiment of modern poetry, the go-to poet everyone knew, whose
work was accessible but also clever and witty.
Roger has done all kinds of great things in his life, but what I
personally like most are the books he's given us (actually he hasn't
given me them, I've bought my copies, but I mean he has "given"
them to us all in a... oh forget it). Reading through collections like
After the Merrymaking, Gig, Waving At Trains, Melting Into the
Foreground, Defying Gravity, In the Glassroom, As Far As I Know
and the wonderful Summer with Monika, it's clear McGough has an
imagination like no one else. All the poems come from within, from
a spark of inspiration, a sound, a moment, a thought. He has
consistently written poems which, though often funny, are also
melancholic, strange, surreal and often eerie in their evocative
richness. His poems are unique, whether for children or adults, and
immediately give one a mental picture, either of what Roger himself
might have imagined/experienced, or what they in turn trigger off
within the reader... in this case me. Countless others would say the
same. His poems are a part of our culture, his name a mark of quality
and reassuring familiarity.
I spoke to Roger in mid July at an agreed time. I was delighted
when he answered the phone and opened our chat with, "I wonder
who this could be?" Here is the chat, though I did edit out the bit
where we talked about malt loaf for an hour (that never happened).
Here, Roger speaks of individual collections I prodded him on, his
motivation and his roots in poetry.
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You wrote an article recently for the I Newspaper online, all about
writing poetry in lockdown. You said it was a challenge during the
pandemic to stay away from the darker side of the coronavirus. Have
you found the humour in the situation, and has that helped you cope
a bit?
Yes, I have found humour in it, inevitably. I found it before the
pandemic too, with Brexit, the total onslaught we have of news which
you cannot avoid. I remember in my book Joinupwriting there's a
poem about watching a boxing match with my dad. So I wrote a
poem about that. But you take a break, come back, and suddenly it's
about Trump in the ring. You've got to try and keep clear of what's
going on in the world, but it's hard because it's all in front of you, and
you can't block it out. Sometimes you embrace it, write a poem about
Trump or the state of the world, or it comes into your poems in a
comic way. But you are very aware that something is topical. Topical
can be very good but it can also date very quickly. In times of
lockdown, not getting out much or eavesdropping on things and
having conversations, things that you get poems from, I've been
quarrying, in other words going back to early poems of mine and
looking at them again. Some of them are of the time, and even if
they're dated they're fine, there they are. But others you can update.
One poem I did was called Noah's Ark, in one of the old books; it was
in the time of the nuclear bomb, about bomb shelters...
I saw you do a web chat recently, and you were reading an updated of
that poem for the lockdown era.
Yeah that's right. So I'm just revising it.
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I thought it worked really well when you read it on there. It's light
and then it kind of terrifies you at the end.
Yeah it does a bit. There was also Today is Not a Day For Adultery, an
oldish poem which still works in it original form. But it's good for
now too, that you can go out and forget the rules. So the humour
comes in, but I try to be hopeful as well.
Well people have said to me that Roger McGough does light, funny
poetry, but for me it never feels completely comedic, there is a bit of
melancholy and it's often tinged with a personal touch that makes it
odd.
Yeah you're right. Often the funny ones are the easiest to pass on,
people can remember them. But the serious ones are always there,
and there's probably more serious ones actually. You know how it is,
writing, you're a writer yourself. Sometimes they come out funny,
other times not.
If I can go back to the more obscure
questions I had ready for you.... The After
the Merrymaking book, it does sum up the
strange quietness that comes after a period
of great activity. Is that how you felt, after
the swinging sixties and the Scaffold and
everything.
It was exactly that, yes. The two books that
came

out

in

that

time,

After

the

Merrymaking and Gig, they reflected the
times, like you say, the post-sixties thing. It was always odd to me
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anyway, that crazy, swinging sixties thing, because I was aware at that
time the docks were closing down, my dad worked on the docks, and
it was very bleak in a way. Wherever you are, you think it's happening
elsewhere... How old are you, Chris?
Thirty five.
35? God. The thing is, people think it was all happening, that
everyone was involved in it all. But we weren't. It's always a case of
people thinking they're missing out on something, but I was aware of
that sixties thing. But there were some good stuff, of course there
were, but the people having the best time were the people with the
money. For those put out of work or looking for work, it wasn't very
swinging. And also what happened in the early seventies, after
Scaffold and my marriage started to break up... The Gig book was
about being on the road with the band I was in, doing gigs. The
relationship was breaking up, but I don't know whether the band
caused it or I was on the road to get away from home. So it all
reflected that thing.
Your poetry in that era though, there is some weird stuff. There's The
Scarecrow poem in Waving At Trains. It's almost like a children's
poem but it's very dark too. Was there a conscious idea here that you
might start to do children's poetry, were you thinking what was next
for you or just going with the flow, the transitional period as it were?
I don't know. You're an interesting guy... At a point I realised I was
writing for children as well. I still do actually, I've got two books on
the go, one for adults and one for children. A lot of my poems swing
both ways as they say. They could be either. Sometimes I show them
to my wife or my daughter, and they'll go, Oh that's for kids, kids will
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get that. So I don't often start off thinking
about whether this is going to be a
children's one or not. It's always been like
that. But poems like The Birderman and
The Scarecrow...
They're surrealistic really aren't they?
Yeah I always liked that. I always felt it
missing in English poetry. That's why I
liked some of the Scottish poets, like
Norman MacCraig, because they were quite surreal. And we weren't
really. I always liked surrealist paintings, the Dali stuff... So it was
quite nice to do that.
I think your Summer With Monika book is surrealistic too. That's an
amazing book to me. Where did you come up with the idea for that
long form poem, all about a relationship going through all the
different stages?
Well I'd been to uni and started teaching, got engaged while at uni
and that had broken off. And I had a girlfriend, just being a young
man falling in and out love, and writing poems about them. And
when I was living with a girl, I had these poems for people, but I
hadn't named the girls in them. Then I saw the poster for the
Bergman film, Summer with Monika, and I liked it. I got an idea for
Monika being this girl from the poems. It was a funny name, you
know, with a K in it, and I didn't know any Monikas or anything. So it
was a case of just giving all these poems to her. So that started off,
and then it just developed then. It wasn't anyone in particular, just
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this difficult summery girl. So it went that way really. It was all in the
one room, spending all the time in the flat.
That's what's great about it; going
for

walks

around

the

table,

behind the TV, the hills of the
duvet. It really sums up that
early

romantic

period

of

a

relationship.
Yeah it's funny that, because
most times you write about going
out to the beach or something, or
about

the

landscape,

the

beautiful landscape. And this
wasn't, this was about normal life
at home.
Maybe it's another of your poems that works in the lockdown era?
Yeah, exactly that.
I was interested in what you said about writing a poem, that no one
tells you to write it, that it's for yourself, but then it's got to go out
into the world. You must be aware now that somewhere along the
line people will read or hear your poems, so does this ever change
the writing process for you?
Interesting isn't it that? I'm thinking here, why do you write poems?
If I go back to writing my first poetry... maybe I saw other poems I
liked. Actually, I started writing short stories and poems. But it was
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sort of for myself really. I didn't think I'd be clever enough to be
published. Poets were other people, you know, people who'd been to
Cambridge. And when I was at uni, when Philip Larkin was there and
that, people who were into poetry seemed more educated, well read,
you know what I mean? I was just shuffling around. But my poems
were almost a way of asserting myself, but asserting myself very
quietly in a whispery voice.
I like what you once said about a poem being an act of revenge, that
someone might be mean to you and rather than saying something
there and then you'll go and put it in a poem.
Yeah! Yeah it is like that isn't it? Like a lot of people who say
afterwards, "I wish I'd said that." But a poem can come from any
situation, or just a moment... Like what I've been doing today. I've
been asked to do a voice over for a nature trail in Sussex. They've
asked various well known people, very nice to be asked actually, but
it's just two pages to describe the scene so people can listen to it while
walking around. So I've been recording it into my iPhone. I started
this morning. It was 11 o'clock; I thought, I'll do it now. So I started
reading it, and a plane came over. I started again, then the builders
next door started making noise. So I started again, stopped, closed the
curtains, started again. So what I've done is, I've started a poem about
trying to record it, the plane coming over, the builders. I don't know
where it's going to go, if anywhere...
You could have kept the recording and released it as an alternative
audiobook, you trying to record this voice over.
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Yeah, exactly. That may be what it is. So this idea of where poems
come from, they're always there really if you stop and look, stop and
listen.
Well Brian Patten said to me recently in an email, that you don't get
into poetry, poetry gets into you...
Yeah it's good is that. I saw Brian the other day actually. He was an
unlikely guy at the time (back in the sixties) as well, such a young lad
writing poetry.
But that was the time when the class barrier was broken down and it
was actually cool and beneficial to be working class.
Yeah, with The Beatles and stuff. We didn't realise that until later on,
but in a way we did kind of helped to extend boundaries, that you
don't have to be this, that or the other to fit the narrative.
But now, poetry can be put out there easier, with the internet and
everything...
Yeah, but you've got to be harder on yourself now, because it is so
easy to put stuff out there, so you should spend more time on it.
Some younger poets, you think, hang on, I wish you hadn't put that
out yet. Maybe do it, look at it again and work on it. It's got to be like
that really.
One of my favourite books of yours is Melting Into the Foreground,
especially the family poems. Did you write all those together?
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Yeah a lot of them came close together. Later on I did it with my
younger family in Defying Gravity. But my mum was of a large
family, lots of uncles and aunties, during the war, all the uncles
would go off to war so it was the aunties who were around me really.
A really gabby lot. So they were all characters. Sometimes the uncles
who'd come back from the war, they were changed by it. It wasn't
heroic and glorious. They weren't seen as heroes.
And a lot of the men coming back from World War 2 didn't talk
about what had happened either did they?
No, and it wasn't that they were being
modest; most of them had a shit time.
Some were even ashamed of it. I
always

remember

this

guy

that

walked down the street that had a
funny movement in his head and
people would take the piss, or walk
behind him doing a limp. So there
was no glory. But people are people.
There were some political poems in
Joinedupwriting. Is there a chance
that any politics will come into the
new poems, considering the government's handling of the virus?
It's very hard isn't it? Adrian Mitchell was a very good political poet,
Vietnam and all that, he'd be there standing up. There isn't much
political poetry nowadays is there? You think people would be more
vocal wouldn't you?
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I think Tweeting, sharing links and commenting online takes up
people's time more now.
Yeah maybe that's replaced it. But it is hard to get poetry published
nowadays, and even to get into the Guardian and the Times. There's a
lot being written and put out online but I don't do much of that.
You did say that poetry goes in and out of fashion too...
Yeah there's a bit of that, and that it's being read by people who know
that kind of poetry. It's hard to surprise people anymore if you're not
on their Twitter feed.
I was wondering, if your younger self could see you now, still writing
poetry, what would you, or he, think? Would you have imagined you
would still be doing it?
Yeah I think so. When I started writing poems I thought, I can do this.
I can do it. I liked it, I really liked it. You've got to believe in your
own stuff, if you don't you've had it. But it was always a case of, make
it better, work on it. I did have a voice early on, I found my voice. I
sometimes come across poems I wrote at uni and see that my voice is
there.
Do you like it when you read it again?
Yeah. I recognise me being me, that I had a voice, an attitude on life.
So I was always going to do it, I just didn't know... so the answer to
your question is, yes, I knew I would be doing it, but obviously I had
no idea on what level.
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Q AND A WITH

BRIAN PATTEN
Brian Patten, another favourite poet of mine, was the youngest of the
three Liverpool poets included in the iconic Mersey Sound book. He
began as a teenage reporter on The Bootle Times before getting
involved with Liverpool's poetry scene. Down the years he has
continued to be a prolific poet and his work remains hugely popular.
I emailed him a few questions recently and am happy to publish his
answers here...
What have you been doing to keep yourself busy during this period?
Have you written a lot?
Only a few poems during lockdown, and one of them might be
scrapped, or become obsolete as it reads best as a performance poem,
and there’s no performance venues out there just now. It’s about
COVID-19 trying to get into the house in numerous devious ways. It’s
a black comedy with a trip-up twist. The other is a much quieter
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poem, more a meditation. Otherwise I’ve taken a memoir out the
bottom drawer (for the umpteenth time, it’s a sort of hobby) and
continued with it. It’s not a kiss-and-tell, who did what to who,
through it covers some of the
poets who became friends or I
admired, like Neruda and Robert
Graves,
mixed

and

Harry

up with

Fainlight,

childhood

in

Liverpool. Also about the creative
process, how certain gates click
open to reach the subconscious,
where the poems are baked. Also
I put up on youtube my final stab
at The Blue and Green Ark, a
multi media poem.
One of your poems, So Many
Different Lengths of Time, is
used all the time at funerals. It's odd because it seems sometimes
people don't credit your name when reciting it. The poem has
entered the public consciousness in this regard. How does that feel,
that your work means so much to people and sums up memory and
losing a loved one?
When people get in contact with my agents or myself for permission
to use the poem, I always say please do, and change it as you wish. It
was written for you. I’ve been to memorials where it’s been read and
the he has become the she. I don’t care if no one credits the author,
they’ve more important things on their minds letting go of the dead.
For the full story of that poem and how it came about look on my
website.
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I wanted to ask you about Allen Ginsberg. You met him when he
came to the UK. Do you remember first reading his work and what
impact did it have on you?
Howl, especially the long opening poem, was so raw and electric
when I read it for the first time. I was fifteen and had just left school.
It was a revelation, a ton of sherbet dropped into a dull pond. When
Allen got into his tinkling finger-cymbals’ and chanting mantras
period I was less interested. But he
rattled the cage and continued to
write some ionic poems, such as
Ballad of the Skeleton. The other
two

of the “Beat Poets” trinity -

Lawrence

Ferlinghetti

and

Gregory Corso – were also good
news, but had far less of the
showman in them... Ferlinghetti
was closer to the French poets
like Jacques Prevert. Corso always
seemed like the real beat – the
outsider - to me.
What are your tips or bits of advice for young people wanting to get
into poetry?
People don’t get into poetry, poetry gets into them. The first thing
you need is empathy.
Visit Brian's website: www.brianpatten.co.uk
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IMAGES

"Palma", inspired by
roaming Palma, the
Balearic Islands, long
before lockdown...

"Mother and Child",
Barcelona, 2018.
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Top: "Sunshine in Malaga". Bottom: "Trees at St Annes"
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"The Road to the Absolute"
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POEMS by Chris Wade
We're Going Out Today
"We're Going Out Today"
Words uttered so often before
But which have now taken on a new meaning
Getting all essentials done in one go
Filling up the car
Getting the food in
For ourselves and parents alike
Who wait in doorways for carrier bags
Which I place at their feet then back away
Retreating to the car
Seeing their faces, shrouded in net curtains
A final wave then out of sight
Then back to the road
Peering across at other masked drivers
Meeting fearful eyes for a second or less
Suspicious of motives
Later I queue with packages
Under arm like weapons concealed
Crows in the branches, black against the sky
Then we're off, hands scrubbed clean
Heading for home, the retreat
6 o'clock news and a filling tea
Safe for a while
Until we say once again
Though I resist from doing so
"We're Going Out Today"
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That Knock Upon My Door
I miss that knock upon my door
Sounds strangely like no other
His face against the glass
And another playful tap upon the window
His hands, bags in one
His stick in the other
Feigning illness in the doorway
"How can you look like this?
Stopping to add, "and still be alive?"
Unloading gifts he's brought along
Sweets and bread and coffee and tea
Waiting for her to finish school
Meeting again as if never parted
Playing for hours upon the carpet
Tea is made, a feast for four
A film tonight, then a taxi home
When I think about all this
I realise how much I truly miss
That knock upon my door

These poems are included in my first ever collection, The Sea of
Night, featuring poems written as far back as 2009.
You can get it here:
http://wisdomtwinsbooks.weebly.com/poetry.html
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CORONA-DIARY
SATURDAY 16th MAY
Time is deceiving. Sometimes this COVID situation seems so new, other times
like it's been going on for years. I am not going to suggest that what I write in
lockdown is more interesting than what any one else might (let's be honest, it
isn't), but different views of this weird new life are of equal importance. I feel
ill today, had a bath just now and read some of Joseph Conrad's Heart of
Darkness. This morning I got up feeling very off it and spoke to dad for an
hour before watching a French film, Buffet Froid, starring Depardieu. Great
surreal film.
In the bath I was thinking of a time which, though only two months ago,
feels like years back. We were in Liverpool for Lily's birthday. COVID had just
started and I remember reading that 5 people had already died of it in
Liverpool. Yet we still went... We got there, spent the night in a lovely room,
had our tea and Lily opened a few gifts. I recall reading a recently bought
copy of 1984 in the toilet while Lily played with toys on her bed. Funny, I
wouldn't even consider using a toilet anywhere but at home now. The next
day we went to an indoor play house for kids by the docks; firemen, postmen,
builders and Thomas the Tank Engine etc. She loved it. I went to the Beatles
museum and got some stuff there and we drove home. We haven't been out of
Leeds since. That was our last trip away... probably for quite some time.
Deaths continue, though calming. Then again, the virus is still around and
the slight easing of the lockdown suggests a rise in cases.
Four of my documentaries will be popping up on streaming sites, two to Dan
Snow's History Hit and two to Arts Channel. Funny, the journeys and
adventures I went on to make those little films seem like dreams now...
Malaga, Barcelona, all over London, Bath, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury... mostly
London. Like the Ken Russell one which took me over to Ealing... three
interviews in one day. Or the Marcello Mastroianni one, where I was followed
by a guy with a huge foot. Odd times. Will they ever come back?
Off to relax now...
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